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1. Size Of Your Letters.

Big - you are an outgoing person.

Small - you are an introvert.

Average - you have a strong ability to focus and concentrate.

2. Spacing Between Your Words.

Large spaces - you enjoy freedom and independence.

Little space - you enjoy company of others more.

Very jammed words - you might be intrusive.

3. Pen Pressure You Use While Writing.

Heavy pressure - you are tensed and angry.

Moderate pressure - you are more committed.

Soft pressure - you are empathetic and sensitive.

4. The Way Dot Your Lower case "i's". 

 

Dot high on the page - you have an active imagination. 

 

Closely dotted i - you are organized and detail-oriented. 
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Dot i's to the left - you are procrastinator. 

 

Dot i's like a circle - you are playful and have childish qualities.

5. Signature.

Legible - you are confident and comfortable in your own skin.

Illegible - you are a private and hard to read person.

6. Letter Slanting Style.

Right slant - you like to meet and work with new people.

Left slant - you prefer to be reserved and introspective.

7. The Way You Cross Your Lowercase "t's"

Cap your t's with a long cross - you are determined, enthusiastic and can be stubborn.

Cap your t's with a short cross - you are lazy.

Cap your t's high - you have many goals and you aim high.

Cap your t's low - you aim low.

8. The Way You Hook Your Lowercase "y's"

Broad loop - you have a large circle of friends.

Slender loop - you are more selective with whom you get close with.

Short hook - you love staying at home, rather than adventures.

Long hook - you love adventures and a wanderlust.

9. The Way You Loop Your Lowercase "l's".

Wide loop - you are relaxed and spontaneous.

Narrow loop - you might be restricting yourself.

10. Pointed Or Rounded Letters. 

 

Pointed letters - you are an intelligent person. 



Rounded letters - you are more creative and artistic.

11. How Fast Do You Write?

Writing quickly - you are impatient and you don't like wasting time.

Writing slowly - you are self-reliant and methodical.

Get “Live Intentionally” - a 90 Day Self-Improvement project that will help you stop living in auto pilot.

It will change your

- habits,

- daily routine,

- mindset, and

- make you strong and disciplined ■

https://t.co/r9m8p3qGJl

Thanks for reading.

Follow (@UpSkillYourLife ) for more threads on Skills, Habits, Psychology and Technology.
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